According to the schema-relatedness hypothesis, new experiences that make contact with 2 existing schematic knowledge are more easily encoded and remembered than new experiences 3 that do not. Here we investigate how real-life gains in schematic knowledge affect the neural 4 correlates of episodic encoding, assessing medical students three months before and 5 immediately after their final exams. Human participants were scanned with functional 6 magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while encoding associative information that varied in 7 relatedness to medical knowledge (face-diagnosis versus face-name pairs). As predicted, 8 improvements in memory performance over time were greater for face-diagnosis (high 9 knowledge-relevance) than for face-name (low knowledge-relevance) pairs. Improved 10 memory for face-diagnosis pairs was associated with smaller subsequent memory effects in 11 the anterior hippocampus, along with increased functional connectivity between the anterior 12 hippocampus and left middle temporal gyrus, a region important for the retrieval of stored 13 conceptual knowledge. The decrease in the anterior hippocampus subsequent memory effect 14 correlated with knowledge accumulation, as independently assessed by a web-based learning 15 platform with which participants studied for their final exam. These findings suggest that 16 knowledge accumulation sculpts the neural networks associated with successful memory 17 formation, and highlight close links between knowledge acquired during studying and basic 18 neurocognitive processes that establish durable memories. 
Significance Statement 21
In a medical students sample, we tracked knowledge accumulation via a web-based learning 22 platform and investigated its effects on memory formation before and after participants' final 23 medical exam. Knowledge accumulation led to significant gains in memory for knowledge-24 related events and predicted a selective decrease in hippocampal activation for successful 25 memory formation. Furthermore, enhanced functional connectivity was found between 26 hippocampus and semantic processing regions. These findings (i) demonstrate that knowledge 27 facilitates binding in the hippocampus by enhancing its communication with the association 28 cortices, (ii) highlight close links between knowledge induced in the real world and basic 29
Introduction 34
Information contained in new experiences is learned more easily when learners can relate the 35 information to their prior knowledge (Bransford and Johnson, 1972) . This long-standing 36 observation has commonly been attributed to individuals' ability to assimilate new 37 experiences with existing schemas. Schemas are commonly portrayed as structured 38 associative information, representationally distributed in neocortex, that allows for more 39 elaborative encoding and provides a search frame during retrieval (Bartlett, 1932 neocortical areas, in particular medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and lateral temporal regions 55 (Poppenk et al., 2013) . Both mPFC and lateral temporal regions, especially the middle 56 temporal gyrus (MTG), are involved in the retrieval of stored conceptual knowledge (Badre 57 and Wagner, 2007; Lau et al., 2008; Binder et al., 2009; Turken and Dronkers, 2011) . 58
An underlying assumption of most work investigating schema effects on memory is 59 that knowledge accumulation in a domain, for example via formalized instruction, should lead 60 to enhanced memorability of new information in the domain, in the sense of a "Matthew 61 effect" (Stanovich, 1986) or cumulative advantage. However, systematic longitudinal studies 62 are needed to strengthen a causal interpretation of the relationship between increasing 63 knowledge and enhanced memory for episodes related to that knowledge, which have been 64 lacking thus far. 65
Here, we utilized a real-world educational setting that involved extensive knowledge 66 acquisition to fill this gap. Specifically, we tested a sample of medical students who used a 67 web-based learning platform to prepare for a state-regulated final medical exam. New 68 episodic learning was tested with a face-word associative memory task in two fMRI sessions, 69 one three months before (T1) and one right after the final exam (T2). Critically, half of the 70 faces were paired with medical diagnosis words (high relevance of schematic knowledge), 71 while the other half were paired with first names (low relevance of schematic knowledge). 72
We predicted that, first, knowledge-related facilitation of episodic memory would be 73 greater for high-relevance episodes (face-diagnosis pairs) than for low-relevance episodes 74 (face-name pairs). Second, we predicted that as knowledge was gained (i.e., from T1 to T2), 75 anterior HC activation associated with successful memory formation would decrease. This 76 decrease was predicted to occur in the high-relevance condition only, putatively reflecting 77 facilitated binding due to greater schematic support. Third, we predicted an activation 78 increase in regions associated with the representation of schematic knowledge (Lau et al., 79 2008; Binder et al., 2009), such as lateral temporal regions, as well as an increase in 80 functional connectivity between anterior HC and lateral temporal regions across time (T1 to 81 T2), particularly for the high-relevance condition. Finally, we examined whether any of these 82 predicted changes would be related to individual differences in knowledge increase from T1 83 to T2, as independently assessed by the web-based learning platform. 84
Materials and Methods 85
Participants 86
Thirty-five medical students (20 women, age range = 23-29 years, mean age = 25.9 87 years) who gave written informed consent participated in the study. All participants were 88 right-handed and had no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. Recruitment took 89
place via e-mails sent out to Berlin-based users of the commercial web-based learning 90 platform AMBOSS, which prepares medical students for their final exam. Participants were 91 paid 76 Euros. Two participants did not return for the second (T2) measurement; data from 92 two further participants were excluded because they did not make proper use of the memory 93 confidence scale (see below), leaving too few remembered trials (n ≤ 10) for analysis. We 94 thus analyzed data from 31 participants. The study also included a control group of 16 95 medical students (mean age 25.0 years) who were 0.5-1 year prior to taking the final exam to 96 assess changes in brain structure (not reported in this paper, but see behavioral results of the 97 memory task on p. 14). The control group participants were also tested twice in the course of 98 three months, but did not study intensively during this time (which was confirmed via 99 questionnaires), and did not use the web-based learning platform. Ethics approval was 100 obtained from the ethics committee of the German Psychological Society (DGPs). 101
General Design and Procedure 102
Participants were tested twice, once three months prior to their final state-regulated 103 written medical exam (T1), and again shortly after (mean: 11.7 days, range: 1-22 days) their 104 written exam (T2). In between, they intensively prepared for the exam using the web-based 105 learning platform. The exam takes three days (five hours per day) and consists of a total of 106 320 multiple-choice questions, covering all clinical subjects taught during the final three years 107 of medical school in Germany. On the learning platform, they followed a structured 100-day 108 learning plan that guided them through all of the topics relevant for the final exam. Each 109 learning day consisted of solving exam questions from previous years and reading relevant 110 information (e.g., on symptoms, etiology, epidemiology, pathophysiology) about the medical 111 syndromes and diagnoses covered in the questions. Exam questions were multiple-choice 112 questions with five response options, of which only one was correct. Participants received 113 detailed feedback on their responses. We wish to stress that, although the web-based learning 114 platform was critical in our study design because it allowed close monitoring of knowledge 115 accumulation in our sample, our design does not permit any conclusions about the 116 effectiveness of studying with the platform in comparison to other methods of studying. 117
Measuring Learning Performance and Success 118
We measured participants' learning performance using data provided by the learning 119 platform. We focused on daily measures of the number of questions answered on the 120 platform, and the correctness of the answers (% correct) as a measure of their knowledge. To 121 measure the increase in medical knowledge from T1 to T2, we first calculated, for each 122 individual, the average accuracy (percent correct) for answered questions during the first 123 week of studying on the learning platform (T1 measurement). This score was subtracted from 124 the average percent correct score achieved during the week before the real exam (T2 125 measurement), in which participants solved mock exams consisting of previously non-studied 126
questions. 127
Because the medical students differed in their initial level of knowledge, with some 128 students having high knowledge already at T1 and others lower knowledge, and because there 129 is a finite number of old exam questions, participants' change in accuracy (T2-T1) can be 130 expected to negatively correlate with accuracy at T1. This was indeed the case, such that 131 participants who started with high level of knowledge showed less change in accuracy 132 (r = -.82, p < .001). To control for this negative correlation between change and initial 133 performance on the platform, we used a residualized change score (Cohen et al., 2003) . To 134 obtain a validity check of our learning measures, we asked the participants to report their final 135 exam scores. 136
Memory Stimuli, Task, and Behavioral Analyses 137
The encoding phase took place in the MRI scanner and participants were instructed to 138 memorize 140 face-word pairs, in which half of the words were diagnoses and the other half 139
were first names ( Figure 1 ). We predicted that encoding of a face-diagnosis association would 140 activate a medicine-related network of schematic knowledge in the participants, and that this 141 network would increase in strength and connection over the period of intensive learning. Over 142 time, this should then lead to a differential encoding advantage for face-diagnosis over face-143 name pairs. Two parallel stimulus lists were created to allow counterbalancing across 144 participants and the two study-test fMRI sessions. A total of 140 medical diagnoses and 140 145 common German first names were used together with 140 neutral face pictures. Each face was 146 pseudorandomly combined with one diagnosis and one name. Thus, while participants saw 147 each face twice, once at T1 and once at T2, they saw each diagnosis and name only once 148 during the whole study. To ensure that our diagnosis stimuli were sensitive to change in 149 knowledge, they were chosen from a wide array of diagnoses relevant for the final exam 150 based on a rating by four recent medical graduates regarding their difficulty and prevalence. 151
Based on these ratings, highly frequent diagnoses (e.g., hypertension) as well as highly 152 similar diagnoses (e.g., Type 1 Diabetes vs. Type 2 Diabetes) were discarded. The face 153 stimuli consisted of pictures of Caucasian young adults taken from the Center for Vital 154 Longevity Face Database (Minear and Park, 2004) . Faces and names were matched for 155 gender. To avoid highly implausible face-diagnosis pairs, these pairs were matched for 156 gender (e.g., pre-eclampsia was used only for female faces) as well as age specificity (only 157 diagnoses were chosen that can affect young adults). Face-diagnosis and face-name pairs 158 were presented for 5 seconds each in an interleaved fashion (in pseudorandom order). Trials 159 were separated by a variable fixation cross period of 2-5 seconds (mean: 3.5 seconds). During 160 each session (T1 or T2), there were two experimental blocks, each consisting of 70 trials. 161
Before entering the scanner, participants were instructed to try to memorize both the 162 face-diagnosis and face-name pairs equally well and were told that there would be a memory 163 test outside of the scanner. To ensure that the participants were paying attention to the task 164 and to promote elaborative encoding, they were asked to indicate for each face-word pair 165 whether or not the name / diagnosis fit with the face, responding with their left / right index 166 finger. Left / right response options were counterbalanced across participants. The encoding 167 phase took 20 minutes in total and was performed after the structural scans. 168
The retrieval phase took place outside of the scanner, about 10 minutes after the end of 169 the encoding session. Participants were presented with all 140 faces again in a pseudorandom 170 order. For each face, they were given 4 first names or 4 diagnoses, of which one had been 171 presented with the face during the encoding phase (target), whereas the other three were 172 names / diagnoses seen with other faces during encoding (lures). Participants indicated their 173 choice via button press. Afterwards, they were asked to indicate their decision confidence on 174 a scale of 1 (guess) to 4 (very sure). They were given no time limit for their responses, but 175 were told to answer as quickly and as correctly as possible. with a confidence rating of above 1 (i.e. non-guessing trials) were classified as remembered 210 diagnosis or remembered name events; those that received an incorrect response were 211 classified as forgotten diagnosis or forgotten name events. A fifth regressor of no interest was 212 included for all remembered events that received "guessing" ratings on the confidence scale. 213
Overall, the number of correct guesses was low (mean_T1/T2 = 8.9/8.6 out of 140 trials 214 across the two runs), and was higher for the name (mean_T1/T2 = 13.3/12.7) than for the 215 diagnosis (mean_T1/T2 = 4.5/4.4) condition (T1: t(30)=5.50, p<.001; T2: t(30)=5.49, p < 216 .001). This condition difference was due to the stronger tendency to give a "guess" rating for 217 the name (mean_T1/T2 = 38.7/34) than for the diagnosis (mean_T1/T2 = 12.6/9.8) condition 218 (T1: t(30)=7.09, p < .001; T2: t(30)=6.58, p < .001). SMEs, defined by the remembered > 219 forgotten contrast, were computed for the face-diagnosis and face-name condition separately. 220
In a next step, the two runs were combined using a within-subjects fixed-effects 221 analysis and normalized into MNI space. To test for changes in brain activation from T1 to T2 222 that differed by condition (diagnosis, name), a within-subjects fixed-effects analysis was 223 performed that tested for differences in SME between time points (T1, T2) that were larger 224 for the diagnoses than for the names, and vice versa (memory x time x condition interaction). 225
To better understand any significant pattern observed in the memory x time x condition 226 interaction, additional within-subjects fixed-effects analyses were performed to test for 227 differences in the SME between T1 and T2 for each of the conditions separately. Across-228 subjects analyses were carried out using a mixed-effects model in the FLAME framework in 229 FSL. Z-statistic images were thresholded voxel-wise at a threshold of z > 2.3. Multiple 230 comparison correction was performed using the 3DClustSim program of the AFNI software 231 package (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/3dClustSim.html), which 232 computes minimum cluster-extent thresholds for specific regions of interest (ROI's) using 233
Monte Carlo simulation analysis. In addition to a whole-brain gray-matter mask, based on our 234 a priori hypothesis about changes in the anterior HC, we created an anatomical mask of the 235 bilateral anterior HC using the probabilistic Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Structural Atlas, 236
including voxels located at the anterior 35% of the long axis of the HC and with at least 25% 237 probability of being inside the HC. Smoothness of our group-level data was estimated on the 238 residual time series image using AFNI's 3dFWHMx 239
(http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/3dFWHMx.html). A simulation with 240 10,000 runs yielded minimum cluster extents of 17 (HC) and 143 (whole-brain) voxels to 241 maintain a family-wise error rate of p < .05. 242
To determine the source of the observed change in SME in the anterior HC for the 243 diagnosis condition, and to find out whether this change was related to individual differences 244 in knowledge increase (as measured by behavioral performance during the first and last week 245 of studying on the learning platform), percent signal change was extracted from the memory x 246 time interaction contrast and correlated with the residualized change score. 247
Brain Connectivity 248
We tested for changes in coupling between the anterior HC and lateral temporal 249 regions using psycho-physiological interaction (PPI) analysis separately for the left and right 250 HC. The time courses of left and right anterior HC (using an anatomical mask as described in 251 the previous section) served as the physiological regressor in the model. Psychological 252 regressors were defined as representing the remembered > forgotten (SME) contrast (i.e., 253 remembered -forgotten, and in addition remembered + forgotten to model the shared 254 variance), which were convolved with a Gamma hemodynamic response function. Finally, a 255 PPI regressor representing the interaction of the psychological and the physiological 256 regressors was created. The three regressor types were then added to the existing brain 257 activation GLM, replacing the corresponding remembered and forgotten events. This was 258 done separately for the two conditions, runs, and time points, which were then combined at 259 higher levels using within-subjects fixed-effects analyses and between-subjects mixed-effects 260 models in the same way as the activation analyses. In an additional analysis, to test whether 261 the observed connectivity changes were related to changes in knowledge, the residualized 262 gain score was entered as a covariate into the between-subjects mixed effects model. in memory for face-diagnosis than for face-name pairs (Figure 2, right) . In addition, to 287 confirm that this enhanced memory improvement for face-diagnosis pairs in the exam 288 candidates (EC) was specific to increased medical knowledge, we compared it to a control 289 group (CG) of medical students who did not study intensively during this period. At T1, 290 memory performance was similar between the two groups for the high knowledge-relevance 291 condition (EC: 67.8%, SD = 11.5; CG: 67.1%, SD = 9.2; t(45)= .21, p = .83), and for the low 292 knowledge-relevance condition (EC: 54.6%, SD = 13.6; CG: 49.1%, SD = 10.7; t(45)= 1.4, p 293 = .17). At T2, memory performance for the high knowledge-relevance condition was better in 294 the exam candidates (EC: 75.2%, SD = 11.9; CG: 68.1%, SD = 13.9; t(45)=1.83, p = .037), 295 but again was similar for the low knowledge-relevance condition (EC: 58.1%, SD = 15.5; CG: 296 58.2%, SD = 12.4; t(45)= .02, p = .98). A three-way mixed ANOVA revealed a reliable group 297
x condition x time interaction (F(1,45) = 11.44, p = .001). In particular, the EC (Δ = +7.2%, 298 SE = .017) showed a greater increase in memory for the high knowledge-relevance condition 299 than the CG (Δ =+1.1%, SE = .028) from T1 to T2 (t(45) = 2.0, p = .02, one-tailed). For the 300 low knowledge-relevance condition, the CG (Δ = +9.1%, SE = .027) showed a numerically 301 greater increase in memory than the EC (Δ =+3.5%, SE = .024) from T1 to T2, which did not 302 reach significance (t(45) = 1.4, p = .16, two-tailed). 303
Knowledge Accumulation is Associated with Decreased Hippocampal Activation During 304

Successful Memory Formation 305
At the neural level, we found a significant memory x time x condition interaction. 306
Specifically, a cluster in the right anterior HC (peak voxel: 26, -8, -20; Figure 3a) showed an 307 across-time decrease in the SME that was larger for face-diagnosis pairs (high knowledge 308 relevance) than for face-name pairs (low knowledge relevance). Follow-up analyses for the 309 two conditions separately (memory x time) showed a decrease in SME from T1 to T2 for 310 face-diagnosis pairs in a cluster in the right anterior HC (peak voxel: 26, -6, -22) overlapping 311 with the cluster identified in the three-way interaction; no significant decrease in SME across 312 time was observed for the face-name pairs. Thus, the memory x time x condition interaction 313 was driven by a decrease in SME for the condition with high knowledge relevance (see 314 extracted % signal change for illustration). Testing for increases in SME for either condition 315 did not yield any significant effects. No decreases in SME were detected outside of the HC 316 for either condition. 317
To examine whether the observed right HC T1 to T2 decrease in the SME for face-318 diagnosis pairs was related to individual differences in medical knowledge increase, percent 319 signal change was extracted from the memory x time interaction cluster in the right anterior 320 HC and correlated with the residualized gain between the first and last week of studying on 321 the learning platform. This analysis revealed a significant positive correlation between 322 knowledge increase and hippocampal SME decrease (r = .32, p = .04, Figure 3, right) . 323
Knowledge Accumulation is Associated with Increased Hippocampus-Neocortical 324
Connectivity During Successful Memory Formation 325
PPI analyses were performed to assess whether the anterior HC showed differential 326 changes in connectivity with neocortical areas for the two conditions. For the right HC seed, 327 testing for regions where across-time increases in functional connectivity for subsequently 328 remembered vs. forgotten episodes (i.e., SME in connectivity) are more pronounced for the 329 face-diagnosis condition than for the face-name condition revealed no significant effects. 330
However, we observed several sizable neocortical clusters with voxels just below the 331 significance threshold (z > 2.3). Given that PPI contrasts have less statistical power than 332 activation contrasts, which is due to multicollinearities between the interaction term and the 333 psychological and physiological terms (O'Reilly et al., 2012), we performed an additional test 334 at a lowered voxel threshold of z > 1.96. To account for the lower voxel threshold for multiple 335 comparison correction, we performed another Monte Carlo simulation using 3DClustSim, 336 which yielded a minimum cluster extents of 497 voxels (whole-brain) to maintain a family-337 wise error rate of p < .05. This analysis revealed a significant memory x time x condition 338 interaction in the left posterior MTG (peak: -60, -48, 8; Figure 4) . To follow up, we tested for 339 across-time increases in functional SME connectivity separately for face-diagnosis and face-340 name condition (note: voxel threshold z > 2.3, cluster threshold p < .05). The follow-up 341 analyses showed that the observed three-way interaction reflected a specific increase for the 342 face-diagnosis condition, as indicated by an overlapping cluster in left posterior MTG (peak: 343 -60, -48, 8), which was not present for the face-name condition. In addition, both conditions 344 displayed an extensive network of neocortical regions with greater functional connectivity to 345 the HC seed at T2 than T1 (for an overview of the results, see Table 2 ). Testing for regions 346 where the time-related increase in SME was larger for the face-name condition revealed no 347 significant effects. In addition, changes in connectivity were not related to gains in 348 knowledge. 349
For the left HC seed, testing for regions where the time-related increase in SME was 350 larger for face-diagnosis pairs than for face-name pairs (voxel threshold z > 2. Table 2 ). Again, no enhanced increases in SME 356
were observed for the face-name condition and changes in connectivity were not related to 357 gains in knowledge. 358
Discussion 359
By following a group of medical students who studied for their final medical exam, we were 360 able to show that an increase in schematic knowledge induced by three months of intensive 361 studying was associated with gains in memory for knowledge-related episodic events. These 362 gains were further associated with a selective decrease in SME in the right anterior HC during 363 encoding. This decrease was related to individual differences in the accumulation of 364 knowledge, as measured by participants' performance on the learning platform. Furthermore, 365
we observed an increase in connectivity SME between the anterior HC and the left posterior 366 MTG, a brain area that is key to semantic processing ( evidence for this prediction with human subjects has been limited, except for some hints from 383 a study by Zeithamova and colleagues (2012) , showing that increased activation in mPFC, 384 coupled with decreased activation in HC across study episodes within a session, predicted 385 successful inference. This decrease in HC activity across study repetitions was taken to reflect 386 either progressively more efficient coding in the HC or a decreased need for binding due to 387 stronger overlaps with earlier events (Zeithamova et al., 2012) . Indeed, comparing HC SME 388 between the face-diagnosis pairs and face-name pairs during our T1 measurement did not 389 reveal any HC differences: both conditions yielded strong anterior HC activity (see Table 1 ). 390
Arguably, due to the HC being highly active during successful encoding of both schema-391 related and schema-unrelated information, condition differences in activation that are due to 392 varying levels of schema knowledge are typically too subtle to be reliably measured by a one-393 occasion fMRI research design. In contrast, comparisons over time within individuals whose 394 knowledge base is expanding may be more sensitive to capture the deceasing relationship 395 between successful encoding and activation magnitude in the anterior HC. Hence, we 396 conclude that extending one's knowledge base through the acquisition of schematic 397 knowledge facilitates binding in the HC, presumably by increasing the number of potential 398 associative links to the knowledge base. 399
Contrary to expectations, we did not find increased SME in lateral temporal regions 400 across the two time points for the high knowledge-relevance condition. However, for this 401 condition, anterior HC showed an increase in SME in functional connectivity with the left 402 MTG across the two time points. This increase was not present for the low knowledge-403 relevance condition (see Table 2 ). However, the memory x time x condition analysis did not 404 identify a cluster exceeding our significance criterion (z > 2.3, cluster corrected). A follow-up 405 analysis at a lowered voxel threshold (z > 1.96) that used an adjusted cluster correction to 406 maintain the same cluster threshold (p < .05) did reveal the hypothesized three-way 407 interaction, specifically in the left MTG cluster identified for the high knowledge-relevance 408 condition. Increases in HC-neocortical connectivity were observed for both high and low 409 knowledge-relevance conditions in frontal and parietal regions as well (see Table 2 ). Thus, in 410 order to be more certain about the specificity of the connectivity increases between anterior 411 HC and neocortical regions involved in semantic processing, further studies are needed. A 412 potential next step could be to investigate whether the observed increased HC-neocortical 413 connectivity persists during resting-state. Activity in left MTG is consistently observed during 414 the retrieval of conceptual knowledge, especially lexical-semantic knowledge, and lesions to 415 this region lead to severe deficits in the retrieval of word meaning (Lau et demonstrated that a decreased HC SME and increased hippocampal-neocortical connectivity 424 together were associated with the memory benefit due to priming. These findings underscore 425 the importance of cortical inputs to the HC, which may alter memory formation processes in 426 the HC. Therefore, the observed increase in connectivity between the HC and the left MTG in 427 our study may reflect increased connections to nodes within the more extensive medical 428 knowledge network, which in turn facilitated hippocampal binding of faces to diagnoses. 429
In contrast to previous studies pointing to the importance of mPFC for schema-related 430 memory processing (van Kesteren et al., 2010 (van Kesteren et al., , 2014 Warren et al., 2014; Brod et al., 2015) , 431 the mPFC did not show reliable condition differences in our study. However, we found 432 tentative evidence for an increasing mPFC involvement for the high knowledge-relevance 433 condition in the PPI analysis. While this finding is in line with claims about the mPFC biasing 434 HC processing when prior knowledge is highly relevant, a bias that can be assumed to 435 increase with increasing schema strength, it has to be treated with caution because of the lack 436 of a significant memory x time x condition interaction, In general, the lack of a strong mPFC 437 engagement in our task, which is apparently inconsistent with earlier studies, may reflect 438 crucial differences among the tasks. In memory tasks, mPFC activation has been assumed to 439 reflect the evaluation of new experiences based on their fit, or congruence, to schematic 440 knowledge. When congruency is high, the mPFC is furthermore assumed to inhibit the HC 441 A potential concern in our design is the use of the same faces at the two testing 447 sessions, which might have induced proactive interference at T2. Proactive interference is 448 typically observed in paired-associate cued recall when the cue has been previously associated 449 with a different response. We used a forced choice recognition task in which the participants 450 had to choose from either four names or four diagnoses (never mixed). Thus, even though the 451 participants saw the T1 faces again three months later at T2, interference from the initial 452 association was unlikely to be strong.. 453
Outlook 454
A strength of the present study is its high external validity. We examined how neural 455 activation during the encoding of knowledge-relevant associative episodes changed as a 456 function of increasing domain knowledge. Both the domain knowledge and its increase were 457 not engineered in the laboratory, but resulted from future doctors preparing for their final 458 medical exams. Thus, learning intensity and knowledge acquisition was beyond the scope of a 459 laboratory experiment, but could be monitored closely via a web-based learning platform. In 460 particular, performance on the learning platform was highly predictive of later exam success. 461
The associative memory task consisted of encoding and later remembering face-name and 462 face-diagnosis associations, and bore some resemblance to real-world memory situations that 463 doctors encounter in their professional lives. The diagnoses were selected by medical 464 professionals and carefully piloted to capture the purported knowledge gains while preparing 465 for the final medical exam. We observed that participants with greater knowledge gains 466 showed greater decreases in right HC SME for knowledge-relevant pairs. Thus, we observed, 467 for the first time, an association between changes in knowledge due to intensive learning in a 468 real-world educational setting and changes in brain activation in a laboratory episodic 469 memory paradigm (see van Kesteren et al., 2014, for related cross-sectional findings). This 470 finding extends the literature on the effects of intensive, real-world studying on brain 471 plasticity (Draganski et al., 2006 ) and connectivity at rest (Mackey et al., 2013) in that it 472 uncovers changes in brain activation and connectivity in a transfer task and relates those to 473 gains in content knowledge. Increments in content knowledge across three months of 474 intensive study correlated with HC SME decrements for knowledge-relevant material. The 475 knowledge gains were assessed using a web-based learning platform on which the participants 476 studied for their final exam. We believe that combining laboratory-based cognitive 477 neuroscience research with real-world educational settings and relating the two, in our case 478 via educational technology, holds great promise for the study of memory in itself as well as 479 
